THE
Oregon Lumber Co.
are offering EXCEPTIONAL VALUES
in Workingmen's Goods.

Have just opened the LARGEST and
BEST line of UNDERWEAR in the City

See the
Mt. Hood @ Stockton Mackinaws
Complete Line of Rain Goods

Solo Agents for the
Celebrated Bradley Logger Shoe

PHONE 31.

This Week at Stewart's.

A big drop in price of all
Building materials.

A long fall in price of all
Stock Taking Stores.

The Improved Scott No.
A package (25c) of a house from older town.

Price will be slashed on
all odds and ends.

Various shrubs and

Hardware, Furniture, Stoves, Crockery, Points, etc.

PHONE 51.

No. 2

For further particulars regarding the SMITH GRUBBING MACHINES,

SEXTON & WALDEY,

THE DALLES, OREGON.

HOTEL WAUCOMA

P. P. FOUTS, Prop.

Rates, $1.00 to $2.50 per day.

Studios best. Large pleasant rooms. Everything new.

Sample rooms for commercial travelers.

HOOD RIVER, OREGON.

DAVIDSON FRUIT CO

FRUIT DEALERS

and Manufacturers of all kinds of

Fruit Boxes

Highest Prices Paid for High Grade Fruit.

Better Laundry

Four weeks' experience under the new manage-
ment has proven that the "Paradise Laundry" is
doing better work than ever before.

The rain does not affect our laundry work, while
it does years, and we want to lessen your troubles
in life, and make life worth more the living.

We are in position to do your laundry by the
week, and should you wish to take advantage of
our offer, you need immediately. Be not forget-
ted that the holidays are coming, and we want to
present the people of Hood River with a clean, up-to-date,

able laundry, and to do all kinds of laundry
work with neatness and dispatch.

We can team and make your work in all kinds of
blankets, beds, curtains, goat's suds, baby's dresses,

wooden underwear, cotton, woolen and barrels of

All kinds. Our motto: "It is a cold day when Hood
River gets left."